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Four years ago, James Wyness and myself, in collaboration with London-based 
arts organisation Measure, produced the only public showing to date of the 
large-scale sound installation work 58 Processions.  


It seems a difficult event to replicate.  Beyond the unrepeatable particular 
characteristics of the venue (the crypt of St Pancras Church) and the people 
involved in making the show happen - the intervention of the voices of Londinium 
choir at the opening ceremony deserves to be mentioned here - the specific 
complexities of this multi-channel work, and its demands of space, ensure that 
it is not the most straightforward of works to re-install.  The truth is that every 
incarnation at a subsequent venue necessarily constitutes a new work.  
Or at least that is attitude of the artists, our way of thinking about recorded 
sound, presence and physical space.


Listening Through Holy Week was first published in PDF format in early 2010, 
both as a catalogue documenting 58 Processions at the Crypt, and as an audio 
release.  The publication of this new 2012 edition was prompted by Adobe’s 
recent revision of multimedia implementation within Reader and Acrobat 
software.  It is a necessary technical update, keeping ahead of technical 
obsolescence, always just around the corner.  


Taking advantage of the publication of a new edition, and with the perspectives 
afforded both by hindsight and by developments in his own creative practice 
since 58 Processions, James Wyness replaces his original essay - Orange Tree, 
Moon, Bell, Three Elvises and El Perro - with a new and expanded text. 


And indeed, his intervention here is both welcome and necessary.  Currently 
we are witnessing the creation and consolidation of academic research groups, 
galleries and organisations dedicated to ‘sound practice’, a swathe of printed 
publications oriented around sound, and even everyday usage of hitherto 
relatively niche terms such as ‘soundscape’ in anything from educational 
projects to BBC radio.  Yet despite all of this interest in the representation
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of the aural within our clearly ocular-centric cultures, I find that the themes that 
James begins to unpack -  those themes that were most central at least to our 
own investigation and practice -  are otherwise largely missing from existing 
discourse.


A further addition to this 2°  edition, is the inclusion of an extra recording 
from 2008, documenting the ‘salida’ (exit from the church at the beginning of 
a processional journey) of the image of María Santísima de la Amargura.  The 
recording features the classic march ‘Amarguras’, composed by Manuel Font de 
Anta in 1919 and today considered the hymn of Seville’s Holy Week.  


With the hope and humble belief that our body of work of four years ago still 
remains relevant, I’m extremely proud to present this electronic publication 
today. 
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introduction 
Simon Day (co-director Measure)


It was not until I listened to Duncan Whitley and James Wyness’ sound 
recordings that I realised the spatially transformative nature of their project.
I had understood the technical principles of their multi-channel recordings,
but this knowledge had not prepared me for the sensuous level on which the work 
would communicate.


This was in early 2008.  I had travelled up to the Scottish Border town of Jedburgh 
with Julie Penfold from Labculture to attend James Wyness’ Sound Café event.  
This was the first time either of us had listened to Duncan and James’ sound 
recordings from Seville in a multi-channel form.


The audience were asked to sit amongst the speakers and close their eyes… 
The murmur of a crowd gradually enveloped me, and an atmosphere created 
by the audio became tangible.  A man next to me coughed, and another shuffled 
past behind me and spoke softly to his friend in Spanish.  The gallery in Jedburgh 
was inhabited by voices of thousands as the sounds wrapped warmly around me, 
seeming to fill every corner of the room.


As co-director of arts organisation Measure, I had worked with Duncan
on past projects and we had developed a strong collaborative element to our 
working relationship.  I was delighted when he asked Measure to co-produce
58 Processions, as it seemed a natural progression from the many discussions 
we had together about the development of the project over several years.


This publication documents that time from 2007 to 2008 when Duncan
and James were working on the project that would become 58 Processions.  
It is a significant audio release of field recordings made in Seville by the artists.  
Containing audio edits, maps, writing by the artists, and an essay on the 
exhibition in London, it covers the processes, methodology and experimentation 
that they employed during the project.


Twelve selected field recordings are made available through this publication, 
two for each featured procession, with the audio triggered from a set of 
diagrammatic maps.


In their writing for this publication, Duncan and James reflect on the production 
of 58 Processions.  Hinting at an intense and emotionally transformative 
potential of fieldwork, Duncan describes his experience from within his 
headphones, as he and James await the exit of Seville’s oldest processional 
brotherhood on the morning of Good Friday.  I thoroughly recommend reading 
this whilst listening to the embedded recordings of El Silencio. 


Meanwhile, James explores notions of multiple listening environments and 
spatial architecture within the discrete phases of production, from fieldwork 
to the studio, to exhibition.  His writing gives us insight into the complexities 
involved in producing this kind of multi-channel sound work.


Katherine Hunt critiques the 58 Processions exhibition at St Pancras Parish 
Church crypt in August 2008.  Her essay contextualises the installation within
the architecture and history of the crypt, and the emotive power of such a sound 
work being superimposed upon a space intended for the dead.


58 Processions: Listening Through Holy Week is published by Labculture Ltd
in association with Measure.  Both organisations have a history of continued
support for artists beyond an initial residency, exhibition or project.
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La Amargura 8.20pm Palm Sunday 2008, Plaza San Juan de Palma


Santa Marta 10.15pm Holy Monday, Plaza San Andrés


Las Siete Palabras 8.30pm Holy Wednesday 2007, Plaza San Vicente


El Silencio 1.05am Good Friday 2008, Calle Silencio


La Sagrada Mortaja 8.15pm Good Friday 2008, Calle Bustos Tavera


MAPS and AUDIO


Las Penas de San Vicente Midnight of Holy Monday 2007, Calle Javier Lasso de Vega


The map pages contain field recordings from the project ‘58 Processions’ by 
Duncan Whitley and James Wyness.  The recordings can be played back by 
clicking on the numbered red circles on the maps, which represent the relative 
positions in the streets from which the recordings were made.  Each map 
therefore offers two perspectives of the same time frame.  You are advised to 
close each floating multimedia window using the ‘x’ before launching further 
recordings.


Before you proceed, you may wish to use this test sample to check that your 
sound is working.  Please check that your speakers are on, and adjust the 
volume to your satisfaction:


Additional notes - the recordings contain performances by the following 
individuals or musical groups:  The Banda de Música de Alcalá de Guadaira (in 
‘La Amargura’); the ‘Banda de Cornetas y Tambores de la Expiración de San 
Juan Evangelista (in ‘Las Siete Palabras’); Susana Martínez Sierra (sings in ‘El 
Silencio’); and Pepe Perejil (sings in ‘Santa Marta’).
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La Amargura 3’21”


8.20pm Palm Sunday, 2008
Outside the church of San Juan Bautista, 


in the Plaza San Juan de Palma
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Santa Marta 3’11”


10.15pm Holy Monday, 2008
Outside church of San Andrés, 
in the Plaza San Andrés 
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Las Siete Palabras 5’39”


8.30pm Holy Wednesday, 2007
Outside the church of San Vicente,


in the Plaza San Vicente
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Las Penas de San Vicente 4’26”


Midnight Holy Monday, 2007
in the Calle Javier Lasso de Vega
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El Silencio 3’46”


1.05am Good Friday (‘La Madrugá’), 2008
Outside the church of San Antonio Abad, 


in the Calle Silencio
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La Sagrada Mortaja 5’22”


8.15pm Good Friday, 2008
Outside the chapel ex. Convento de la Paz Centro, 
in the Calle Bustos Tavera
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En la Calle Silencio  Duncan Whitley (2008)


Site, Sound, Space and Architecture: New Perspectives on 58 Processions  James Wyness (2012), edited by Duncan Whitley


WRITING


A Resurrection in Sound: 58 Processions in the Crypt of St Pancras Parish Church  Katherine Hunt (2009)
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En La Calle Silencio (1.04am, Good Friday 2008)
Duncan Whitley


“Shhhhh!”


A thin oaken thud resonates out into the narrow street.  The strepitus commands 
a respectful hush from the expectant crowd, as if the grain of the Church of 
San Antonio Abad’s four-hundred-year-old door were demanding:  “hush!” 
Only the murmur of Canal Sur’s live radio commentator continues, the speed 
of his monologue persistent and excited but his tones subdued.  The quiet is 
punctuated by spatterings of muffled coughing, of the kind usually reserved
for the quiet moments of weddings and funerals.  Typewriter cameras open
their shutters in a flurry of lucid action, as the professional photographers 
capture the emergence of the Guide Cross (‘Cruz de Guía’), signalling the 
beginning of El Silencio’s penitential procession.


Ahhhhh-ah-ah-ha-ha-ah ah-ah
Ah-ah-ah-ah-ah ah-jeeeeh jeeeeeh
En esa Cruu-uuz


A year of waiting for this moment.  A year of hoping for the traces, perhaps, 
of Centeno; whose voice, now a ghostly echo encapsulated in old vinyl, once 
exclaimed from these balconies: “Silencio, pueblo Cristiano...”


En esa a Cru-uu-uuz pri-iiii-sion-er-raaaaooooo


Somebody’s phone is going off.  The crowd is turned towards a second-floor 
balcony on the opposite side of the street.  It is hard to make out the ‘saetera’: 
she is dressed in black and she stands enigmatically back from the edge of
the balcony.  Strobing camera flashes from below glimpse the outline of her 
figure and, as she steps forward, I see that she is young for the seriousness 
of the occasion.  I fashion the impression that she is perhaps quite beautiful, 
although this is some stretch of the imagination in the dark.


Ahhh-ah-ah-ah-ah-aaao jeeeh-jeeeh
Ahhh-aye-aye jeeeeh-jeeeeh jeeeeh-jeeeeh
Se ecuentraah-ah-ah-ah-aaaaoooo
Je-rusa-le-eh-eh-eh eh-eh-eh eh-eh-en
Y Viernes llo-oh-oh-oh-ra-ah
Ah-ah tu ve-rah


A woman allows a low murmur of appreciation to escape her lips.  I find myself 
mesmerised by the animated luminescence of my recording meters, and I have 
to tear myself away, to remind myself to look.  It’s almost too much, looking and 
listening.  It’s another world in my headphones.  I glance to my right, and search 
the crowd for the now familiar sight of James with concentrated expression, 
his omni-directional microphones held aloft.


Y si Díos ve-heh-heh-heh-heh-heh heh-eh-eh-eh-eh
En-hen prim-ahhh-ve-eh-eh-ra
Cuando te ve-eh-eh-eh
Aparecer


The shutter clicks continue to improvise their irrational rhythms, underscoring 
the restrained power of the saetera’s floating melismas.  The camera flashes 
cast curious, angular shadows up across the brickwork behind and around her. 
Each shadow cuts her figure in a new shape, in a machine-gun succession of 
strobed images.  The streetlights went out five minutes ago, and the lighting 
effect is spectacularly impressive.  And as all hushed heads in the crowd are 
craned towards her turning frame, she gestures towards the guide cross below. 
“Mira!” (“look!”), she seems to say, “the cross, not me!”
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Saeta addressed to the Guide Cross of Seville’s ‘El Silencio’ brotherhood in 2008
by Susana Martínez Sierra


A esa cruz prisionera,
Se encuentra Jerusalen,


Y el viernes llora a tu vera,
Principios de primavera 
Cuando te ve aparecer


En La Calle Silencio (1.04am, Good Friday 2008)
Duncan Whitley
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En La Calle Silencio (1.04am, Good Friday 2008)
Duncan Whitley


NOTES:


The ‘saeta flamenca’ is a devotional religious song, a sung prayer, whose roots 
have been the subject of much debate, but are broadly considered to have
three sources: Jewish liturgical song, Arabic folk music, and Christian chant.
The saeta became transformed in the mid-nineteenth to the twentieth century, 
as flamenco singers began to adapt and inflect the song with elements drawn 
from the flamenco repertoire.  It is considered a spontaneous art-form, sung 
during moments of inspiration within the processions of Holy Week. 
In some cases however, these songs may be sung by professional ‘saeteros’ 
who are contracted by the brotherhoods to sing at certain points during 
the processions.


The word ‘saeta’ derives from the Latin ‘sagitta’, meaning ‘arrow’. In 1880,
José María Sbarbi described the saeta as “a brief, fervent spiritual maxim, 
capable of producing in the mind an impression similar to that caused
in the body by the wound from an arrow ... capable, not of riddling the heart
of the most hardened or indifferent sinner with arrows, but of giving a dead
man goose flesh”.
José María Sbarbi in ‘La Enciclopedia’ (1880), quoted in ‘Saetas: Cante de la Semana 
Santa Andaluza’, Publ. Aluvidis 1993


“Silencio, pueblo cristiano...” which translates simply as, “Silence, Christian 
people”, is the opening verse of a famous saeta associated with flamenco singer 
Manuel Centeno (1885 – 1961). Centeno sang these words from a balcony as the 
procession of El Silencio left it’s church on Good Friday of 1926, and was later to 
record a version of this same saeta in the 1930’s. He is broadly credited as one of 
the originators of the modern, flamenco saetas.


DISCOGRAPHY:


Lalandi, Lina, ‘Saetas de Sevilla’ (1977), in the Lina Lalandi Collection, British 
Library ref. M7170BW


‘Antología de la Saeta Antigua Sevillana’, Pasarela (1991)


‘Saetas: Cante de la Semana Santa Andaluza’, Aluvidis (1993)


‘Saetas de Pepe Medina’, Efen Records / Fonotrón (2002)


‘El Mundo de la Saeta en Antonio Mairena’, Regina Cofrade (2007)


‘El Sacri le Canta a la Madrugá de Sevilla’, Rogelio Conesa Producciones (2008)


Whitley, Duncan & Wyness, James, soundscape recordings from Seville’s Holy 
Week processions (2007-2008), British Library ref. C1338
Of particular note, the two recordings documenting the beginning of 
El Silencio brotherhood’s procession in 2008, embedded in this document.
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Site, Sound, Space and Architecture:  New Perspectives on 58 Processions 
James Wyness


In the first edition of this publication I wrote about lasting impressions. I also 
began to describe some of the material processes involved in the making of 58 
Processions, a multi-disciplinary sound project sharing aspects of the visual 
arts, ethnography and acousmatic music. 


For this revised 2012 edition, taking advantage of new research and related 
practice, I want to examine in more depth the notion of listening environments; 
that there are three clearly defined phases in the making of this kind of work, 
each of which can be considered as a self-contained listening environment, yet 
simultaneously establishes essential relations with the other phases. 


I also want to look at the workings of spatial architecture in relation to our 
understanding of the processions1 and the artwork2.  Spatial architecture might 
also be called spatial ordering, but the use of the word architecture brings in 
some fundamental concepts essential to a deeper appreciation of our subject 
and of our creative outcomes.  Spatial architecture is the totality of complex 
overlays of spatial organization, across a range of fixed structures and variables 
that comprise a given listening environment.  To fully interpret this complexity 
would require the combined expertise of social scientists, historians and architects.  
Our investigations as artists converged on how these dynamic human events 
interacted with, and exploited, the various spatial dimensions of the territory 
of old Seville. This led us next to the processes of extracting, if you will, and 
representing the complexities of those movements in a place dislocated in both 
time and space from the original event.


The first listening environment, the real world, establishes a relationship 
between listener and environment.  Here, the listener cannot help but adopt a 
range of listening strategies as the processions unfold and unveil their meanings 
over time and through space.  Our ears work as the sonic equivalent of a magic 
lens, changing at will from a wide-field appreciation of a church bell, a cheer 
from a crowd on an adjacent street, a wash of colour from a brass band in the far 
distance, to a tight focus on the shuffling of feet, the swish of a costume or the 
smallest details of a stick tapped on the ground. 


During ‘Semana Santa’, the historic centre of Seville is largely cleansed of intrusive


traffic noise and reconfigured as a stage-set for the theatrical celebration of Holy 
Week; a set in which the city’s fifty-eight catholic brotherhoods (at the time of the 
making of this work) and by extension the Church along with a public audience, 
occupy the city’s public space.  They then literally materialize the liturgy in the form 
of idols, processions and marching bands.  An event so rich in agency that one can 
witness the complexity of this agency shifting in its passing from the religious floats 
to processional bands, to the principals of the procession and even to the crowd; 
a crowd whose role changes easily from that of actor to spectator in the space of 
seconds.  Our task as artists in this initial listening environment, beyond the act of 
listening, was to identify those individual processions, and details within them, which 
best pointed up the role of sound in driving the underlying theatre of the processions 
and which rewarded the effort of sustained periods of close and wide-field listening.
Our edited material for 58 Processions offers but one possible rendition of the 
week’s processions.  With the benefit of hindsight (‘hindsound’?), one could focus 
on a different set of typologies, taking advantage, for example, of lulls in a given 
procession, listening ‘between the cracks’ as the silence of one procession revealed
a waft of sound from a more distant procession.  These were truly delicious moments, 
deeply sensuous.


Architecture is frequently described as affording us a ‘sense of place’.  To my mind, 
the processions and the physical fabric of old Seville rely on each other, having evolved
together symbiotically.  Would the old city have remained the same without the 
processions?  Could the architecture have remained as such without Holy Week’s 
need for spatial distribution and the diversity of spaces and environments in which 
to unfold and move?  Has there been a dialectical relationship in which the processions 
take advantage of architecture, and in which architectural decisions are made in 
order to enrich the processions?  I ask these questions with that  same fundamental
definition of architecture in mind, architecture as defining a sense of place, alongside 
the benefit of having being granted privileged access to the organizing committees 
of the Jedburgh Common Riding events in the Scottish Borders, events that exhibit 
many similarities in the socio-political domain to those in Seville. Recent national 
restrictions on festivals have been robustly challenged in the Borders and exceptions 
granted.  The laying of fences, siting of gates and other local decisions have been, 
and still are regularly, influenced by the need to keep the Common Ridings as true to 
their historical roots as possible (early 16th century).  
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Site, Sound, Space and Architecture:  New Perspectives on 58 Processions 
James Wyness


So both national legislation and local planning decisions have had to adapt to 
the force of community interest.  I find this admirable, both in Seville and in 
the Borders.  In the context of Seville I think specifically of how essential the 
narrow streets and chapel doors have become in offering points of tension 
and of how these contrast with the larger boulevards, how they determine the 
stopping points, the dynamics of a band as it turns a corner to take advantage 
of reverberation and reflections from parallel and right-angled walls.  In this 
light the processions as a whole can be considered as complex architectural 
interventions.


The second listening environment is created in laboratory conditions, at the 
stage where the multi-channel sound work is developed and finalized.  Crucial 
choices are made here about the complex temporal and spatial rendering 
and presentation of selected recordings:  the selection of ‘time frames’; the 
physical dimension and form of discrete ‘scenes’; how best to render the infinite 
complexity of a public event in the real-world by means of mere loudspeaker 
configurations.


Our answers in fact came from an intuitive awareness of architecture, more 
precisely from ideal geometry - our chosen arrays were based largely on 
Platonic solids: cubes, cuboids and parallelepipeds.  Of course only by listening 
could we make crucial decisions on focus, on how to relate one ‘scene’ to 
another and on how to render complexity with relatively simple means.  To our 
knowledge there was, and still is, very little in the way of precedent for this 
kind of archival work founded on a restrained, Realistic acousmatic aesthetic.  
Comprehensive discussion of the notion of Realism in our work lies beyond the 
terms of this catalogue, given the contested nature of the term.  I would however 
point here to the work of Michael Benedikt3 in which he calls for an architecture 
of reality, stressing the following attributes:  presence, materiality, significance 
(in the sense of ‘importance’) and two forms of what he calls ‘silence’ -  the one 
being close to the ‘suchness’ of Eastern aesthetics, the other more to do with 
the notion of leaving space for things to unfold or breathe.  I would argue that 
these attributes have come to the fore as highly significant in our approach to the 
creation of 58 Processions.


In the real-world event, we tend to see in the distance and listen up close; with 
a perceptual flip, figure and ground can become easily reversed, then, suddenly, 
the smell of incense, an orange tree, or the jostle of the crowd dominates the 
sensorium.  In the second (laboratory-based) listening environment, the spatial 
architecture, perceived multi-sensorially, is reduced to a series of synchronized 
sound files, dormant, potential.  The sounds are of course brought to life by 
means of loudspeakers, but the richness of the visual manifestations of spatial 
architecture must now be abstracted by means of the three-dimensional 
loudspeaker arrays that offer very little in the way of visual interest, even if, 
as listeners, we naturally tend to look towards the sources of a sound, and rely 
upon visual cues in order to identify and interpret these sources.  But sound 
detached from sight is a powerful force.  At the heart of this work is the notion of 
captivation, effected in the original events primarily by means of idol-worship, 
now spread across a host of aural clues and cues.  What was once agent in the 
multi-sensorial world is now changed beyond recognition.  Now the subtleties of 
Semana Santa’s sonic language, both syntax and semantics, reveal new agents, 
new patients.  As in an underwater immersion, we are alert to a new world by 
means of sound alone. 


This is absolutely crucial – curators of sonic art who have little or no experience 
of contemporary multi-channel acousmatic art forms should realise that the pair 
of budget loudspeakers, placed by default in the corners of the gallery space, 
is no longer considered acceptable (unless of course the work as conceived by 
the artist absolutely requires it).  The successful reconfiguration of the spatial 
architecture of a complex outdoor event inside a new listening space depends on 
very few, but very important, architectural fundamentals being allowed to exert 
their influence, and on an attempt (at least) to draw attention to the complexities 
of spatial architecture in the abstract.  These fundamentals include the use of 
frames (static, overlapping and dynamic), an awareness of focal points, and 
the exploitation of the complex relationship between inside and outside of the 
parallel boundaries, and varying angles of a multi-channel loudspeaker array. 
Such work must be appropriately resourced. 


Our final phase is that of production and presentation.  Here we examine and 
unveil new relationships: between artist and listener, between the listener’s
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Site, Sound, Space and Architecture:  New Perspectives on 58 Processions 
James Wyness


expectations and the work, to name but two.  The choice of site is crucial.  At the 
crypt of St Pancras Church, the architecture of the building and the aggregate of 
typical movement in the spaces alluded to and eventually, of necessity, supplanted 
the original architecture of Seville, acting as a microcosm of the winding streets.  
Our prime responsibility is that the prototype, Seville’s Holy Week, be granted 
the conditions to exert its powerful influence.  In this final phase the spatial 
architecture of the prototype is hopefully reinvigorated in a given space, where the 
listener can engage with the interaction of sound with the materials and structure 
of that space.  In our installation at St Pancras Church, the listener was able to 
navigate simultaneous sound diffusions across the passageways and alcoves of 
the crypt’s labyrinthine architecture; thus we offered to audiences a simulacra of 
the listening ‘between the cracks’ that I have mentioned and which we found so 
typical of the architecture of Seville’s ‘Semana Santa’.  And moreover, this strategy 
of simultaneous diffusions of multiple ‘scenes’ offered the listener a fluid sense 
of possibilities for listening, of possible points of audition, according to their own 
positioning and movement within the physical space of the crypt.  As with our 
real-world situations to which we constantly refer as source, one is always faced 
with choices:  one can follow this street or that one, this passageway or the other.  
In these types of situations, it is the positively engaged, curious and experimental 
listener who gains the most.


 


1 The processions of Easter Week in Seville, the focus of our multi-channel sound 
recordings in 2007 and 2008.
2 The multi-channel sound work produced during 2007 and 2008, one configuration of 
which was installed and shown at the crypt of St Pancras Church in August 2008.
3 Benedikt, M. (1992),  For an Architecture of Reality, Santa Fe: Lumen Books.
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A Resurrection in Sound: 58 Processions in the crypt of St Pancras Parish Church
Katherine Hunt


58 Processions is a work that dislocates sound.  In its installation in London
in 2008, the sounds taken from the streets of Seville over Easter were heard
in the murk and gloom of St Pancras church on the Euston Road. Seville’s 
Semana Santa processions, where the recordings were made, are an example 
of ritual at its most sensually engaging.  Incense burns and trumpets play, 
statues are carried on platforms above the crowd, and thousands of people 
are swept along in a frenetic mass.  Transferred to a new setting, significant 
but different to their origin, the sounds both disorientate the listeners and 
encourage a careful attention to their content.  What does it mean to take the 
sounds alone out of their rich environment?  What effect does this have on how 
they are experienced, particularly in the new context of the crypt at St Pancras 
Parish Church?


Sound in place


The crypt is cave-like, dark, its connected chambers and passageways thick 
with must.  Damp makes the place smell and gets into your bones.  The space
is empty, apart from some littered memorial stones and discarded reliefs. 
These fragments give the names of the people whose remains were (and still 
are) interred here, alongside palms and shrouded urns:  the iconography 
of nineteenth-century death.  The church was consecrated in 1822 but the 
crypt operated only until 1854, when city crypts were closed to burials and the 
new St Pancras cemetery was used instead.  The crypt was left empty, though
it was used as a bomb shelter during the two world wars.  It is now used for art 
exhibitions, but is no inert gallery space.  It resonates both literally – in those 
echoing chambers – and with the charge of its own history.


The processions move invisibly through this space.  A dislocated coughing, 
rustling, murmuring, a shuffling of feet.  The odd bang or rattle, mutterings
in Spanish.  A few knocks on a hard ground.  All of a sudden, keening trumpets 
and rattling drums erupt into a harmonious wail, just contained but always
on the brink of complete abandon.


The sounds of the Semana Santa summon up crowds and movement, slow but 
deliberate.  They present to us the rhythm of orchestrated ritual, but with 
an unpredictable dynamic.  We hear a mass of people represented by an 
ebbing swish of sound.  Overlaid onto this are the suggestions of actions by the 
processions’ major players, the signals and remarks that have been practised 
into invisibility, but which reappear aurally in these recordings.  Then there is the 
music:  the official soundtrack to the ritual, if you like, but which in reality 
is always accompanied by the noisy and incidental.


The sounds from within the crypt join in:  more shuffling, though of fewer 
feet, and sirens and traffic outside.  Mobile phone beeps come both from the 
recording and from real time.  Recorded and present sounds combine.


The sounds of the Sevillian processions haunt the space.  Wandering around,
you imagine that the next chamber along has been wondrously expanded
to fit in all those people, and the procession is going on in there.  The sounds
of such an involving, social ritual – but the sounds alone – conspire to make
you feel as though the party is going on somewhere else, without you.  Like those 
gravestones, separated from the people they commemorate, the sounds are 
spookily bodiless.


There is of course something ghostly about recorded sound:  taking sound, 
which can only exist in time, and allowing it to be heard over and over again, 
out of the time in which it was first made.  The first effective recording devices 
were invented in the second half of the nineteenth century, and this new ability 
to capture sound was specially connected to the period’s fascination with death. 
Jonathan Sterne has pointed out that sound recording:


was the product of a culture that had learned to can and to embalm, to preserve 
the bodies of the dead so that they could continue to perform a social function 
after life.  The nineteenth century’s momentous battle against decay offered
a way to explain sound recording. (Sterne 2003: 292).
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The crypt of St Pancras is a product of a slightly earlier time, but it nevertheless 
seems appropriate to play out saved sound in this space.  A celebration of 
resurrection is relocated to a crypt which still contains very mortal remains; 
sounds from the open air, full of life, are played out dark and underground 
amongst stones that commemorate the forgotten.  The artists, rightly, did not 
deliberately play up these parallels.  But for the visitor, exploring the space, 
encountering the live and the dead together, they work to create a new, uneasy 
and powerful experience.


Sound and ritual


The sounds resonate in the chambers, making it difficult to pinpoint where they 
are coming from.  The recordings are played out from different sites in the crypt 
and, walking around, the listener tries to follow particular sounds around the 
space, to mimic the procession that’s being replayed.  Veils disguise the playback 
equipment, but dummy veils trick you into expecting sound from behind a silent 
curtain.  The sounds are acousmatic:  their source is unseen; doubly so, because 
not only are their original sources not present, but the speakers that play back 
the recorded sound are hidden too.  It is a disorientating experience, unsettling 
as you move around in the gloom.


The crypt exhibition also included a small, unobtrusive screen showing a 
beautifully-shot Super 8 film taken of the processions in Seville.  It had no 
sound, and was out of time with the recordings playing, but the audience flocked 
to these moving images nevertheless, looking for an explanation of their aural 
experience. Steven Connor has written that:


hearing is vividly sensible precisely because it is not, like vision, immediately 
intelligible, because sound asks questions (what am I?  where did that come 
from?  what is going to happen now?) for the answers to which we must look to 
the eye. (Connor 2008: para. 5)


The screen allowed the audience to have their questions answered visually. 
Those who had been to Seville explained how the sound related to the film: 
“these are those marching musicians I was telling you about”.  But whereas sound 
implies presence, these moving pictures removed the procession to somewhere 
past and far away.  The screen encouraged a more passive relationship to the 
sound; it disrupted the delicate interplay between sound and space.  The crypt 
turned back to being a rented gallery, and the mystery of the noises was solved.


Christian Metz, in his discussion of off-screen sound in film, was right to argue 
strongly against the cultural prejudice against sound as an object, against the 
preconception that “ideologically, the aural source is an object, the sound itself 
a ‘characteristic.’” (Metz 1980: 26).  With the film, the installation – and 
the visitors who saw and heard it – fell into the trap that Metz describes.  On the 
one hand, the film made the source of the sound starkly clear.  On the other, 
it could only offer a visual explanation:  one which in any case was out of synch 
with the sounds themselves.  But we do not always have to find a physical object 
with which to explain the sound.  This is particularly relevant to Seville’s fifty-eight 
processions, whose source is not simply a visual object, but a complicated ritual 
in which sound is one of many significant sensory stimuli.  We may believe our eyes, 
but sight combined with our other senses creates an altogether richer experience.


The ritual of the Semana Santa processions depends on a rupture, and at the 
same time a combination, of time.  In replaying the last days of the Passion 
narrative, participants become actors in the sacred drama.  The past and the 
present conflate.  The sounds, smells, tiredness of feet come together to make 
this ritual all-involving.  Hyperrealist sculptures, carried on floats by members 
of the confraternities, are activated by this corporate action and come to life, so 
that it really is Christ up there above the crowds, complete with crown of thorns 
and bearing his own cross.  This magic depends on action by the participants, 
on their movements and their beliefs.  The ritual is a reproduction of the events 
of the Passion, played back in real time and simultaneously replicating what has
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been done yearly by the citizens of Seville, hundreds of times before.


Recording and editing sound combines and alters time in a very different way. 
But the time-bound nature of sound means that when played back it likewise 
overlays the present, and recalls the previous instances of its own repetition.
58 Processions makes the Semana Santa rituals echo in a different way,
making them enact other, different loops of performance and relocation.


In the crypt, the synchronous double time of the Sevillan processions was 
presented in the abandoned dankness and among the paraphernalia
of mid-nineteenth century English death.  This juxtaposition created a new, 
particular, set of sensory impressions.  The Semana Santa felt alive but visually 
absent; the crypt was present, its inert contents activated in a new way by the 
sounds that now accompanied them.  It was an unexpected meeting of two very 
different rituals: but the strangeness of the combination enhanced the qualities 
of each side.  The piece in that space created a new ceremony, and yet more 
will be created, perhaps, wherever else 58 Processions is shown and heard.  
Tiny rituals might even spring to life when when the sounds from this publication 
are played out on computer speakers.  The noises collaborate with their 
surroundings, however unlikely, to produce a new, involving experience that 
uses all our many senses.
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Studio Practice and Research Aberdeen, Jedburgh, 2007-2008


Reinterpretation in the Crypt of St Pancras Parish Church London, 2008 


Film Images footage shot in Seville 2007-2008


DOCUMENTATION
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Between 2007 and 2008 Duncan Whitley 
and James Wyness evolved concepts and models 
through studio practice and research, setting out 
to explore new relationships between the sound 
space of the recorded events and the sound space 
of the playback environment.  Their models break 
with traditional ‘surround sound’ formats (which 
typically make use of circular arrangements of 
speakers) by making use of multiple-speaker 
patterns to reproduce pairs of synchronised stereo 
recordings.  In effect, the result is a re-mapping 
of the recordists’ original positions on the streets 
of Seville.


The diagram shows speaker configurations based 
on work at the University of Aberdeen in 2007. 
Speakers 1-4 represent a more immersive ‘diamond’ 
speaker arrangement, nested within a ‘long’ 
or ‘corridor’ formation using speakers 5-8.


Studio Practice and Research
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The installation in the crypt of St Pancras Parish 
Church was built upon exploratory research 
into spatialisation carried out at the University 
of Aberdeen and at Jedburgh Community and 
Arts Centre.  The findings were adapted to the 
crypt’s labyrinthine layout of alcoves and arched 
passageways.


The artists used an eight-channel sound system 
to spatialise the recordings.  This created multiple, 
overlapping fields of audition, inviting the listener 
to navigate the unfolding narratives by means of 
movement and positioning within the space.


The multi-channel sound system was hidden 
from view using black curtains, behind which the 
speakers were concealed (‘dummy’ veils were also 
installed to further disguise the location of the 
speakers).  This intervention into the space played on 
the concept of the acousmatic .  Coined by the early 
pioneers of Musique Concrete, the term acousmatic 
was adopted to refer to a sound which is heard 
without the source being seen.1


Reinterpretation in the Crypt of St Pancras Parish Church
(London 2008)


1 The term is associated with Pythagoras who, it is said, 
taught from behind a veil to encourage his listeners to 
concentrate on the spoken word rather than the speaker.
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Reinterpretation in the Crypt of St Pancras Parish Church
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Reinterpretation in the Crypt of St Pancras Parish Church
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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Film Images Super 8mm stills
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‘58 Processions: Listening Through Holy Week’ was conceived as an extension of 
‘58 Processions’, a collaborative project developed by artists Duncan Whitley and 
James Wyness between 2007-2008. ‘58’ was shown at St Pancras Church Crypt 
(London) 8 - 24 August 2008, in an exhibition co-produced by Measure.
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or 
by any means without permission from the publisher, apart from by fair dealing 
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under the Copyright Act.
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